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9 ABSTRACT: Chemical triggering of membrane domain dynamics is of broad relevance to cell
10 signaling through lipid bilayers and might also be exploited in application of phase-separated
11 vesicles. Here we describe the morphodynamics and remixing kinetics of spotted polymersomes
12 made with mixtures of polyanionic and neutral amphiphiles plus calcium. Addition of the
13 calcium chelator EDTA to vesicle dispersions produced a decrease in domain size within
14 minutes, whereas increasing the pH with NaOH led to the viscous fingering of domains and
15 decreased domain size over hours. Although the latter suggests that the charge of the polyanion
16 contributes to domain formation, the remixing of more negative chains at high pH is surprising.
17 Domain roughening at high pH is also accelerated by EDTA, which highlights the dominance of
18 cross-bridging. Importantly, even though vesicles were perturbed only externally, the inner and
19 outer leaflets remain coupled throughout, consistent with molecular dynamics simulations and
20 suggestive of an order−disorder transition that underlies the remixing kinetics.

1. INTRODUCTION

21 Heterogeneity in membrane phases is of interest in various
22 biological processes such as vesicle trafficking and signal
23 transduction, but it is difficult to elucidate the role that phase
24 separation plays in cell function because of the compositional
25 complexity of biomembranes. However, a deep understanding of
26 phase behavior within vesicles made of lipid or polymer
27 amphiphiles is possible because of their simplicity. Bilayer
28 liposomes or polymersomes can also encapsulate therapeutics for
29 drug delivery applications,1,2 so studies of vesicle phase behavior
30 have the potential to advance biological insight as well as
31 biomedical applications.
32 Giant unilamellar vesicles have been intensely studied as
33 model membranes for years and exhibit well-characterized phase
34 behavior.3−5 Domain dynamics have been examined mostly
35 under physical perturbations such as temperature,5−7 osmotic
36 pressure,8 and curvature.9 Although lipid membranes are
37 fusogenic under electrolyte perturbations, mesoscale phase
38 separation in lipid vesicles induced by hydrophilic immiscibility
39 (e.g., electrostatic interactions) is still debated,10,11 and hydro-
40 phobic immiscibility should be inert to ionic strength changes.
41 Domain dynamics due to changes in high-valence salts and/or
42 pH are thus understudied.
43 Polymersomes made with mixtures of amphiphillic diblock
44 copolymers offer some advantages in studies of domains. These
45 vesicles are very stable mechanically and thermodynamically
46 compared to liposomes,12−14 so studies of domain morphology
47 upon chemical perturbation are feasible. Furthermore, the use of
48 weak polyelectrolytes in block copolymers makes possible a
49 susceptibility to changes in pH and ionic strength. Although

50kinetic investigations on the effects of pH and salt on assemblies
51of weak polyelectrolytes have been carried out with block
52copolymer brushes, micelles, and vesicles,15−22 domain dynamics
53in polymersome membranes have remained unstudied.
54We recently described spotted polymersomes in a quasi-
55equilibrium state composed of a binary mixture of neutral
56poly(ethylene oxide)−polybutadiene (OB18) and negatively
57charged poly(acrylic acid)−polybutadiene (AB1).23 Divalent
58cations (e.g., calcium, copper, and barium) in solution electro-
59statically cross-bridge the anionic AB1 chains and induce the
60lateral segregation of the AB1 chains into domains. We observed
61the stability of these domains at room temperature for at least a
62year but had not previously studied their dynamics. Additionally,
63phase separation was also seen in only a surprisingly narrow
64range of solution pH and calcium concentration. This suggested
65the potential for rapid domain dynamics with changes in pH and
66calcium content.
67Here we provide novel evidence of what is seen with spotted
68polymersomes when the solution pH and calcium are quickly
69shifted to regimes well outside those suited for lateral
70segregation. Domain mixing kinetics were obtained upon
71removal of calcium from the outer leaflet of AB1-rich domains
72by adding EDTA, a strong calcium-chelating reagent. Viscous
73fingering, domain bulging, and decreases in the AB1-rich domain
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74 area fraction were seen after increasing the external pH by adding
75 NaOH. We also saw that EDTA accelerated the domain
76 boundary roughening processes induced byNaOH. Throughout,
77 interleaflet registration was evident with these perturbations to
78 the solutions outside these low-permeability vesicles, in agree-
79 ment with modeling by coarse-grained molecular dynamics that
80 revealed the underlying nature of chain-ordering transitions.24

81 The separation of time scales between calcium cross-bridging
82 and polyanion charge set by pH thus reflects the kinetics of this
83 order−disorder transition.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
84 2.1. Materials. Block copolymers of poly(ethylene oxide)−poly-
85 (butadiene) (PEO80−PBD125) denoted as OB18 (Mw = 10 400 g/mol)
86 and poly(acrylic acid)−poly(butadiene) (PAA75−PBD103) denoted as
87 AB1 (Mw = 10 050 g/mol) were made as described.

23 OB18 was labeled
88 with tetramethylrhodamine (TMR) and denoted as OB18*.
89 2.2. Preparation of Phase-Separated Polymersomes. Phase-
90 separated polymersomes were formed via film hydration as described23

91 at pH 3.5 with [Ca2+] = 0.1 mM at a total polymer concentration of 0.1
92 mg/mL.
93 2.3. Leaflet Asymmetric Treatment of Phase-Separated
94 Polymersomes. After phase-separated vesicle formation, an ∼50 μL
95 vesicle dispersion was transferred to an imaging chamber. A single
96 phase-separated vesicle was immobilized by means of micropipet
97 aspiration while being imaged with confocal microscopy over a time
98 course of minutes to hours. Vesicle imaging and manipulation were
99 performed as described.25 EDTA or an EDTA/NaOH = 1.8 mol/mol
100 aqueous solution was injected into the chamber through a 10 μL syringe
101 (Hamilton, Reno, NV) while imaging. Because of the slow kinetics of
102 domains subject to NaOH treatment, vesicles were allowed to incubate
103 with NaOH in Eppendorf tubes for more than 4 h (typically overnight)
104 and were then transferred to the imaging chamber.
105 2.4. Imaging. Phase-separated polymersomes were imaged by xyz
106 scanning using a laser scanning confocal fluorescence microscope
107 (Olympus, FV300) with a 60× water-immersion objective (Olympus).
108 TMR was excited using a 543 nm laser.
109 2.5. Image Analysis. Hemisphere projections of vesicles were
110 obtained by combining z-stack images using an Olympus Fluoview 300.
111 Quantitative analysis of images was performed through MATLAB
112 (Mathworks, Natick, MA) and ImageJ (National Institutes of Health,
113 Bethesda, MD).

3. RESULTS

114Polymer vesicles have thick, highly stable membranes that are
115significantly less permeable to ions when compared to lipid
116membranes.14,26,27 Therefore, changes in the ion concentration
117and pH in the solution outside the polymer vesicle result in an
118asymmetric environment of the membrane as the aqueous lumen
119of the vesicle, which contacts the inner leaflet, remains
120unchanged. Here, we tested the effects of pH and calcium
121concentration changes on polymersome domains by monitoring
122the domain kinetics after the asymmetric addition of EDTA and/
123or NaOH solutions, which should undermine the cross-linking
124 f1within the domains and thereby affect the stability (Figure 1).
125EDTA and NaOH remove Ca2+ and H+, respectively, from the
126outer leaflet of AB1-rich domains of polymer vesicles, and these
127changes are shown to have dramatic effects on the domain
128morphology.
1293.1. Removing CalciumCross-Bridges fromPAAChains
130by EDTA Addition. Calcium cross-bridges weak polyanion
131chains (e.g., PAA) in polyelectrolyte gels,28 brushes,18 and the
132hydrophilic brushes of PAA−PBD (AB1) vesicles.23 This cross-
133bridging between AB1 chains mediates the domain formation in
134polymersomes containing neutral PEO−PBD (OB18).23 There-
135fore, removing calcium would lead to domain dissolution. To test
136the domain remixing kinetics after calcium removal from the
137outer leaflet of the membrane, excess EDTA (0.36−0.96 mM)
138was added to the vesicle dispersion (originally containing 0.1
139mMCa2+). The resulting calcium concentrations were calculated
140from the equilibrium constant of the EDTA−calcium complex
141and pH-dependent fractional compositions of EDTA (fraction of
142free EDTA).29 As predicted, domain remixing was observed
143within minutes after EDTA addition, and vesicles became
144homogeneous within minutes to hours.
145Dark AB1-rich domains mix with OB18*-rich domains mainly
146though an area shrinking process. To quantify the domain mixing
147kinetics, vesicles with a 25 or 60% mixing weight ratio of AB1
148were examined. Domain dynamics after EDTA addition are
149 f2depicted in Figure 2, where AB1-rich domains display an area
150shrinking process as they begin to mix with OB18* domains
151(Figure 2a,b). Interestingly, fluorescence intensities at shrinking

Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration of EDTA andNaOH applications to the AB1-rich domain. EDTA andNaOH remove Ca2+ andH+ from PAA chains,
respectively. (b) Coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulation of inner and outer leaflet coupling in phase-separated bilayers facilitated by a molecular
cross-linker. The upper image is such a bilayer in the presence of a cross-linker. The lower image is the result of the removal of cross-linker from the
upper leaflet. Molecular interdiffusion is observed in the upper leaflet, and the lower leaflet remains phase-separated.
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152 domain boundaries appear to be greater than for the surrounding
153 OB18*-rich domains because of the membrane curvature at
154 domain boundaries (arrows in Figure 2b). When calcium is
155 removed from the outer leaflet, PAA chains in the outer leaflet are
156 expected to expand,18 which leads to a larger AB1-rich domain
157 area of the outer leaflet compared to that of the inner leaflet. This
158 area difference would lead to outward AB1-rich domain budding.
159 However, AB1-rich domain boundaries have mixed with OB18*
160 and hence are softer than the center of AB1-rich domains.
161 Therefore, we observed only boundary curvature effects instead
162 of bulk domain bulging. Aside from the increased fluorescence
163 intensity at the domain boundary, only two levels of fluorescence
164 intensity were observed in the membrane: OB18*-rich domains
165 (bright red) and AB1-rich domains (dim red). No intermediate
166 level of fluorescence intensity was seen indicating complete
167 registration between the outer and inner leaflets of the
168 membrane. Therefore, we propose that interleaflet coupling is
169 maintained during asymmetric leaflet chemical stimuli. Sub-
170 sequent coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulation con-
171 firmed this hypothesis.24

172The phenomenon of varying the outer leaflet chemical
173environment leading to the change in both leaflets is also
174observed by the Keller group while applying β-cylcodextrin to
175deplete cholesterol from the outer leaflet of giant lipid vesicles5 as
176well as by Samsonov et. al., who found that the addition of
177cholesterol oxidase to one side of a supported bilayer affected the
178phase behavior in both monolayers.30 The above domain-
179coupling examples could be due to cholesterol’s ability to flip-flop
180within lipid bilayers. However, the asymmetric leaflet domain
181registration of lipid membranes has also been documented,
182ruling out cholesterol flip-flop.31

183The inner and outer leaflet domain coupling (leaflet
184registration) and domain shrinking kinetics under EDTA
185addition are illustrated in the schematic drawings of Figure 2c.
186Because of the high molecular weight of diblock copolymers and
187the resulting chain entanglement in the vesicle bilayer,32 the rate-
188limiting step of domain mixing can be considered to be polymer
189interdiffusion instead of the removal of calcium cross-bridges by
190excess EDTA. The shrinkage of the domain area is consistent
191with the interdiffusion process during the demixing−remixing
192transition of polymer blends upon annealing.33 To obtain the

Figure 2. Domain mixing after EDTA addition. (a, b) Confocal z stacks displaying the top hemisphere of a phase-separated vesicle (AB1/OB18* =
25:75) with multiple domains (a) 1 and (b) 69 min after adding EDTA to the vesicle dispersion (reaching a final EDTA concentration of 0.83 mM).
AB1-rich domain shrinking was observed. In addition, AB1-rich domains invaded byOB18* bend outward from the vesicle (indicated by arrows), which
causes the artifact of a bright circle at the domain boundary. The scale bar is 5 μm. (c) Schematic drawings illustrating the process of the domain area
shrinking mechanism. R0 is the original AB1 domain radius at t = 0, and Rm is the radius of the melting AB1 boundary. Stage I shows the AB1 domain
before EDTA treatment. Stages ii and iii demonstrate the process of the OB18*-rich domain invading the AB1-rich domain with time. (d) Plot of
domain area change (A− A0) vs time upon adding EDTA. The solid line is the fitting using eq 2, from which we calculated the interdiffusion coefficient
of OB18* to beD = (2.3 ± 0.5) × 10−5 μm2/s (av ± S.D.,Ndomain = 17,Nvesicle = 4). (e) EDTA treatment of 25 wt % AB1 vesicles. Red squares and blue
triangles are the results of 0.48 and 0.83 mMEDTA additions, respectively. Fit of time, t, for 0.48 mM: y = 0.16 exp[−t/19] + 0.12, R2 = 0.87,Nvesicle = 3.
Fit of t for 0.83 mM: y = 0.14 exp[−t/19] + 0.11, R2 = 0.75, Nvesicle = 4. (f) EDTA treatment of 60 wt % AB1 vesicles. Red squares and blue triangles are
the results of 0.48 and 0.83 mM EDTA additions, respectively. Fit of t for 0.48 mM: y = 0.01 exp[−t/8.9] + 0.52, R2 = 0.94, Nvesicle = 3. Fit of t for 0.83
mM: y = 0.25 exp[−t/9.8] + 0.39, R2 = 0.88, Nvesicle = 4.
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193 interdiffusion of OB18* during domain demixing induced by
194 EDTA stimuli, a simple diffusion model according to Fick’s
195 second law is applied
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197 where C is the concentration of OB18* in the mixing AB1-rich
198 domain, r is the radius of the AB1-rich domain, and D is the

199interdiffusion coefficient of OB18*. Together with the continuity
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203By fitting the above equation to the plot of the AB1-rich domain
204area versus time (Figure 2d), we calculated the effective

Figure 3. Domain morphologies in phase-separated vesicles with a weight ratio of AB1/OB18* = 50:50 after adding NaOH. Confocal z-stack
hemispheres displaying fingering domains imaged (a) 24 and (b) 48 h after adding 0.6 mMNaOH to the vesicle dispersion. No systematic difference in
domain patterns was observed with time. (c) Equatorial section of a dumbbell-shaped vesicle imaged 24 h after 0.6 mMNaOH addition. The AB1-rich
phase is aspirated into the micropipet at 150 Pa, which suggests a softening of the AB1-rich phase. Insets in panel c are vesicles before NaOH treatment
(left) and under osmotic deflation by evaporation (right). The creased, folded configurations reveal the original solid feature of AB1-rich domains. (d)
AB1-rich domain positive curvature induced by the chain repulsion in the outer leaflet after 24 h of NaOH treatment. Insets in panel d are vesicles before
NaOH treatment, from which we see either no curvature or negative curvature of AB1-rich domains. The scale bar is 5 μm.
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205 interdiffusion coefficient of OB18* to beDE = (2.3± 0.5)× 10−5

206 μm2/s (Ndomain = 17, Nvesicle = 4).
207 The interdiffusion coefficient of OB18* is orders of magnitude
208 smaller than OB18* self-diffusion (0.0024 μm2/s).34 This
209 smaller diffusion coefficient could be due to the asymmetric
210 application of EDTA to the outer leaflet only. Inner leaflets of
211 AB1-rich domains are not in contact with EDTA, which limits the
212 bilayer OB18* interdiffusion according to the domain
213 registration. Further interpretation of the interdiffusion co-
214 efficient requires an experimental understanding of the domain
215 registration mechanism, which is unclear even in lipid bilayer
216 systems. However, recent coarse-grained molecular dynamics
217 (CGMD) simulations suggest the raft registration arises
218 spontaneously in bilayers with a calcium cross-linked ordered
219 phase segregated from a liquid disordered phase.25 Calcium
220 straightens the cross-bridged chains, all the way into the
221 hydrophobic core (Figure 1b). Any perturbation that interrupts
222 the registration of rafts of straightened chains will also induce a
223 thickness mismatch between phases and a “bump” in the
224 opposing liquid-phase leaflet. This local curvature mismatch is
225 sufficient to guide rafts together and stabilize the registered state.
226 However, the EDTA effects confirm that calcium cross-bridging
227 of negatively charged PAA chains plays an essential role in the
228 phase separation of polymer vesicles.
229 3.2. Calcium Chelation Results in a Decrease in the
230 Overall AB1 Area Fraction. Phase-separated vesicles com-
231 posed of either 25 wt % AB1 (Figure 2e) or 60 wt % AB1 (Figure
232 2f) were used to characterize the kinetics of the overall AB1 area
233 fraction effect following EDTA addition (either 0.48 or 0.83
234 mM). When fit with a single-exponential decay, the domain
235 dynamics in 25 wt % vesicles are very weakly dependent on the
236 EDTA concentration. Both concentrations of EDTA can be fit
237 with a time constant of 19 min. The 60 wt % vesicles produce fits
238 with time constants of 9 to 10 min for 0.48 and 0.83 mM EDTA,
239 which again demonstrates a weak dependence on EDTA
240 concentration. The results show that roughly doubling the
241 weight percentage of AB1 roughly doubles the rate of domain
242 shrinkage, and although 60 wt % vesicles show higher EDTA
243 shrinkage domains more so than lower EDTA shrinkage
244 domains, the rate results otherwise indicate a weak dependence
245 on EDTA concentration. This suggests that remixing kinetics are
246 not reaction-limited but rather diffusion-limited. CGMD
247 simulations lend some molecular-scale insight: a phase-separated
248 bilayer with a molecular cross-linker shows a stably registered
249 domain (Figure 1b, upper image), followed by the removal of all
250 of the cross-linkers from the upper leaflet, which produces a
251 dissolution of the periphery of the upper domain with diffusive
252 intermixing (Figure 1b, lower image). More experiments could
253 lend deeper insight, but the present results certainly highlight the
254 importance of Ca2+ for the maintenance of phase separation by
255 polyanion cross-briding.
256 3.3. Increasing the pH by NaOH Incubation. In addition
257 to calcium, another key factor controlling the phase behavior is
258 the pH, which could modulate calcium condensation onto PAA
259 chains in a critical concentration range.23 To test the domain
260 change upon losing H+ from PAA chains in the outer leaflet of
261 vesicle, we increased the pH by adding NaOH at concentrations
262 ranging from 0.15 to 6.25 mM. To control for the addition of
263 sodium ions by NaOH, NaCl was added to phase-separated
264 vesicle suspensions at equal concentration with no observed
265 alteration to the domain size or shape (data not shown).
266 Therefore, phenomena observed upon addition of NaOH are
267 most likely due to the increase in the charge on the PAA chains

268that results from the increase in pH as well as the osmotic
269pressure between chains resulting from Na+ replacing free H+.
270Changes in the domain shape and area fraction were not
271obviously dependent on the NaOH concentration. However, the
272speed of vesicle disintegration accelerates as the NaOH
273concentration increases (data not shown). Near the upper
274bound of the NaOH concentration tested (6.25 mM), a resulting
275pH of 7.9 causes vesicles to break down into membrane patches
276or wormlike micelles within hours. Because the focus of this
277study is on changes in domain architecture rather than vesicle
278stability, NaOH treatments were limited to a regime where
279vesicles remained intact.
280Upon addition of NaOH, the increasing pH leads to the
281deprotonation of carboxylic groups of the PAA chains, which
282become increasingly more negatively charged. The removal of
283H+ causes metal ions from solution to bind to PAA chains.
284However, as our earlier investigation pointed out, the entropy
285penalty, favoring mixing, associated with confining counterions
286to PAA-rich domains increases with counterion concentration.23

287Calcium cannot be confined in PAA chains at high concen-
288trations, and the electrostatic repulsion between PAA chains
289increases. Another possible mechanism for the observation of
290sprawling domains is that whereas NaOH removes H+ ions, Na+

291ions are incorporated with the PAA brushes, which induces an
292osmotic pressure increase and “pushes” the brushes apart.
293Domain persistence under asymmetric NaOH treatment allowed
294the observation of dramatic changes in domain morphology such
295as viscous fingering, bulging AB1-rich domains, and a change in
296the domain area fraction.
2973.3.1. Fingering in Mixing/Demixing and In-Plane Swelling
298of AB1-Rich Domains. The treatment of phase-separated
299polymersomes with NaOH for several hours is asymmetric
300with respect to leaflet perturbations and results in a small number
301(∼10%, Nvesicle = 30) of vesicles exhibiting fingering domain
302 f3boundaries (Figure 3a,b). This fingering pattern could be due to
303the swelling and softening of AB1-rich domains with increasing
304interchain electrostatic repulsion. As previously shown, AB1-rich
305domains are calcium cross-bridged gels that cannot be aspirated
306into a micropipet at low aspiration pressures (<200 Pa).23

307Furthermore, AB1-rich domains show irregular rigid creases
308under osmotic deflation (Figure 3c, insets), which also suggests
309gel-like AB1-rich domains. In contrast, incubation with NaOH
310softens AB1-rich domains to a liquidlike state as evidenced by
311facile aspiration into the micropipet (Figure 3c). The AB1-rich
312domain deformed while being projected into the pipet and later
313disassembled, resulting in the failure of vesicle integrity (data not
314shown). Therefore, liquid-like AB1-rich domains are not
315mechanically stable after NaOH stimulus because of the
316electrostatic repulsion between chains.
317The addition of NaOH increases the electrostatic repulsion
318between AB1 chains, which maximizes the distance between AB1
319chains and favors sprawling domains. Therefore, NaOH
320treatment leads to the growth of the AB1/OB18* domain
321interface length. A similar fingering pattern is found in phase-
322separated giant lipid vesicles close to a temperature-dependent
323mixing/demixing critical point.5 It is likely that these NaOH-
324treated phase-separated polymersomes are approaching a
325mixing/demixing critical point because the rigidity difference
326between the AB1 andOB18* phases decreases with the softening
327of the AB1-rich domains. Although mixing/demixing is induced
328differently, chemically versus physically, phase-separated poly-
329mersomes and liposomes display a similar phenomenon as they
330reach a mixing/demixing critical point.
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331 3.3.2. Bending Outward: Three-Dimensional AB1-Rich
332 Domain Swelling. In addition to viscous fingering, nearly 14%
333 (Nvesicle = 30) of vesicles have AB1-rich domains bulging outward
334 (Figure 3d) after incubation with NaOH. This positive curvature
335 is in contrast to the AB1-rich domains in untreated vesicles that
336 mostly display no curvature or negative curvature (Figure 3d,
337 insets). We propose that the change in curvature of AB1-rich
338 domains results from the difference in the interfacial area of AB1
339 molecules in the outer and inner leaflets. As NaOH is added to
340 alter the pH asymmetrically, the repulsion between PAA chains
341 in the outer leaflet leads to the expansion of the AB1 molecular
342 area, whereas the AB1 molecular area remains constant in the
343 inner leaflet. When the outer leaflet has more area compared to
344 the inner leaflet, the domain bends outward. Therefore, the
345 change in membrane curvature in AB1-rich domains reflects
346 leaflet asymmetry after NaOH treatment.
347 3.3.3. Decreasing Area Fraction: Slow Partial Remixing of
348 AB1/OB18*. After NaOH is added, the area fraction of AB1-rich
349 domains decreases because of the mixing of AB1-rich and
350 OB18*-rich domains. To estimate the extent of mixing, we
351 quantify the area fraction of each phase per vesicle. A surface-
352 mapping tool was developed that projects the 3D vesicle surface
353 onto an equal-area 2D map. The working principle of the
354 algorithm is obtained by searching for the maximum fluorescence
355 intensity along lines normal to the surface of the sphere

f4 356 calculated from the estimation of the center and the radius of the

357 f4vesicle. A confocal z projection of an example vesicle (Figure 4a)
358with a mixing ratio of AB1/OB18* = 50:50 w/w (51:49 mol/
359mol) is mapped to a 2D surface (Figure 4b,c), from which the
360AB1-rich domain area fraction was calculated to be 51.8%.
361With this mapping tool, the domain area fractions were
362calculated at different mixing ratios. AB1-rich domain area
363fractions of vesicles were measured to be 22 ± 5% (av ± S.E.,
364Nvesicle = 5) and 48 ± 2% (Nvesicle = 11) for AB1 weight fractions
365of 25 and 50%, respectively. However, after the NaOH stimulus,
366the AB1-rich domain area fractions were reduced after overnight
367 f5incubation as shown in area fraction plots (Figure 5a). Average
368values of AB1-rich domain area fractions were significantly
369decreased to 10± 1% (Nvesicle = 5, p < 0.05) for a 25%AB1 weight
370fraction and 33 ± 4% (Nvesicle = 19, p < 0.005) for a 50% AB1
371weight fraction. The decrease in the AB1 area fraction reveals the
372increase in miscibility of AB1 in OB18*-rich domains after
373NaOH treatment, which also impacts the domain shape (Figure
3745b). The miscibility between AB1 and OB18* is tuned by the
375electrostatic repulsion between charged PAA chains, which is
376sensitive to changes in pH. As expected from previous work,23

377increasing the pH without changing the calcium concentration
378will result in the slow mixing of the phase-separated polymer-
379some membrane when compared to the kinetics of EDTA
380treatment.
3813.4. Removal of Both Calcium and H+ by Adding EDTA
382Plus NaOH. In addition to adding EDTA and NaOH

Figure 4. (a−c) Demonstration of the equal-area surface-mapping tool used for vesicle area fraction analysis. (a) Confocal z-stack hemispheres of a
representative phase-separated vesicle with the mixing ratio AB1/OB18* = 50:50. The scale bar is 2 μm. (b) Schematic demonstration of the working
principle of the mapping tool. The center point and the vesicle radius are estimated from the z-stack image of the vesicle and generate a sphere
accordingly. The fluorescence intensities on the vesicle surface were obtained by searching along a line (indicated in red) perpendicular to the sphere
surface for the maximum intensities. (c) 2D equal-area mapping of the phase-separated vesicle shown in panel a, for which the AB1-rich domain area
fraction is calculated to be 0.518.
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383 independently, a mixture of EDTA and NaOH in a molar ratio of
384 1:8 was added to 25 and 60% AB1 phase-separated polymersome
385 dispersions. We found that a small amount of EDTA accelerated
386 and enhanced the effects of NaOH on domain morphology. For
387 example, almost all of the vesicles showed fast (in minutes)
388 boundary roughening when adding both EDTA and NaOH,
389 whereas only 10% of vesicles undergo slow (hours) boundary
390 roughening while being incubated with NaOH alone. The EDTA
391 added here, 0.09 mM, is much less concentrated compared to the
392 previous EDTA-only application (0.36−0.96 mM). However,
393 the calcium concentration reached a lower value under the
394 former condition. The reason is that EDTA calcium chelation is
395 more efficient at higher pH.
396 Domain morphology deviates from circular domains within

f6 397 minutes (Figure 6a). To measure the loss of the circular domain
398 morphology quantitatively upon addition of EDTA and NaOH,
399 the circularity of domains was calculated as circularity = 4π(area/
400 perimeter2) and plotted versus time (Figure 6b). The decrease in
401 the domain circularity with time results from the electrostatic
402 repulsion between AB1 molecules. The decreasing circularity is
403 fitted with an exponential decay resulting in circularity = e−t/τ (τ
404 = 25 min, Ndomain = 4). As the small decay constant indicates, a
405 fast (within 10 min) boundary roughening process is achieved

406with the assistance of EDTA addition compared to slow (more
407than 4 h) domain kinetics induced by NaOH treatment alone. In
408addition to changes in circularity, changes in the vesicle surface
409area were observed as the swelling of the entire vesicle (Figure
4106a). This increase in vesicle surface area is likely a result of
411increases in the AB1-rich domain area (indicated using arrows in
412Figure 6a) induced by the swelling of the PAA chains after the
413loss of calcium cross-bridging as well as increased interchain
414repulsion by deprotonation. As expected, the measurement of
415the AB1-rich domain area using the 2D mapping tool
416corresponded well to the total surface area increase of the vesicle
417in Figure 5a. Both showed an increase of about 130 μm2.
418However, no systematic area fraction changes were obtained
419because of the fast vesicle disassembly upon adding both EDTA
420and NaOH. The addition of both NaOH and EDTA in an 8:1
421ratio results in increased dynamics and loss of domain circularity.

4. DISCUSSION
422 f7As the schematic phase diagram in Figure 7 illustrates, external
423chemical stimuli were applied to phase-separated vesicles (white
424star), by which the system was shifted out of the region of phase
425separation (pink region) in roughly three directions: decreasing
426[H+] (black line), decreasing [Ca+] (blue line), and decreasing
427both [H+] and [Ca2+] (red line). Decreases in [Ca2+] were
428achieved by the addition of excess concentrations of calcium-
429chelating agent EDTA. Once calcium was removed from the
430AB1-rich domains in the outer leaflet of the vesicle, domains
431began mixing within minutes. The addition of NaOH increased
432the pH and subsequently induced decreases in AB1-rich domain
433area fractions and fingering domain boundary patterns and
434changes in AB1-rich domain curvature. A commonality in both
435EDTA and NaOH effects is the mixing behavior of AB1-rich and
436OB18*-rich domains. In both cases, domain mixing results from
437a disruption of the calcium cross-bridging that induces the lateral
438segregation of AB1 into domains either by the removal of calcium
439by chelation or by increasing calcium entropy. The difference in
440mixing kinetics upon EDTA and NaOH stimuli could be due to
441these different mechanisms for cross-bridge disruption, where
442the decrease in the area of AB1-rich domains upon EDTA
443addition shows fast (minutes−hours) total mixing and the area
444fraction decrease induced by NaOH features slow (hours−days)
445partial mixing. The difference in mixing speed reflects the
446sensitivity of AB1-rich domains, changing from solid to fluid,
447upon external stimuli and is consistent with our previous finding
448that the effective rigidity of AB1 membranes is more sensitive to
449changes in calcium concentration than pH.23 Although the
450mixing kinetics are faster with EDTA addition, large increases in
451pH have a more dramatic effect on the total vesicle architecture.
452As seen in the gray region of Figure 6, vesicles become unstable
453within minutes after being doused with high concentrations of
454NaOH as they disassemble to form worms or membrane patches.
455We propose that the strong electrostatic repulsion between PAA
456chains at such large increases in pH (pH 3.5−7.9) gives rise to
457leaky vesicles. Importantly, at physiological pH (pH 7.4) phase-
458separated polymersomes remain intact and undergo slow partial
459domain mixing. This stability presents promise for the
460application of spotted polymersomes in controlled drug release
461under physiological conditions.
462Domain registration across the inner and outer leaflets of
463polymer bilayer membranes is suggested from the phenomenon
464under asymmetric chemical treatment. Domain registration
465became clear when mapping 3D z-stack projections to 2D area
466maps revealed no third, intermediate fluorescence intensity.

Figure 5. (a) AB1-rich domain area fraction plot as a function of AB1
weight fraction before (blue triangles) and after (red squares) NaOH
treatment. The average AB1 area fractions are 60± 4% (av± S.E.,Nvesicle
= 5, before NaOH) and 45 ± 2% (avg ± S.E., Nvesicle = 5, after NaOH)
for an AB1 weight fraction of 60%, 48 ± 2% (av ± S.E., Nvesicle = 11,
before NaOH) and 33± 4% (av± S.E.,Nvesicle = 19, after NaOH) for an
AB1 weight fraction of 50%, and 22 ± 5% (av ± S.E., Nvesicle = 5, before
NaOH) and 10 ± 1% (av ± S.E., Nvesicle = 5, after NaOH) for an AB1
weight fraction of 25%. Solid and dashed lines are linear fits to squares
and triangles, respectively. The parallel trend of these two lines indicates
that the changes in area fractions after NaOH treatment are roughly
identical for different mixing ratios. Linear fits: before NaOH addition, y
= (0.98± 0.06)x, R2 = 1.0; after NaOH addition, y = (1.08± 0.04)x, R2 =
1.0. (b) Effect of NaOH on individual domain circularity. After 24 h of
incubation, domain circularity is reduced in a dose-dependent manner.
Fit: y = 0.42 exp[−x/0.46] + 0.58, Ndomain = 8.
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467 Domain registration is generally accepted in lipid systems such as
468 membrane “rafts,” planar lipid bilayers, and giant unilamellar
469 lipid vesicles (GUV). Although several hypotheses of trans
470 bilayer coupling exist for lipid membranes, including cholesterol

471translocation, chain interdigitation, domain interfacial tension,
472and electrostatic potential across the membrane,35 a definitive
473theory remains elusive. For polymer vesicles, polymer trans-
474location is not possible because flip-flop is prevented by the high
475molecular weight of the polymer. However, we cannot exclude
476other mechanisms mentioned above. In addition to the above
477hypothesis, the possibility of domain registration suggested here
478is the domain curvature. The phenomenon of different
479curvatures shown in different types of domains confirms the
480domain registration hypothesis and suggests a curvature-induced
481interleaflet coupling mechanism that has just recently been
482confirmed by CGMD simulations that show chain ordering
483within domains due to the ligand cross-bridging of chains.24 The
484experimental observations are consistent with results from
485Naumann and co-workers, who also suggest that the interleaflet
486coupling of polymer-tethered lipid bilayer coupling may aid the
487understanding of cell membrane leaflet coupling and offer new
488insights into this important topic.36

489The work here extends such findings with kinetics and
490provides experimental observations of the roles that divalent
491ligands play in stabilizing phase separation within polymersomes.
492Furthermore, although the alteration of the surrounding
493chemical milieu is shown to disrupt phase separation, interleaflet
494registration is maintained. These finding may provide motivation
495for future applications in drug delivery platforms or contrast
496agents for in vivo tissue imaging.

497■ APPENDIX

498According to Fick’s second law, diffusion-like behavior in
499cylindrical systems is shown in eq 1. Assuming that diffusion is
500slow enough for the system to reach steady state, eq 1 can be
501simplified to the following differential equation
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0
502(A1)

Figure 6. Domain roughening is observed within minutes upon combined EDTA and NaOH addition. (a) Time lapse images upon adding 0.09 mM
EDTA and 0.72 mMNaOH. The domain morphology deviates from circular domains within minutes, which is much faster than the kinetics of NaOH
treatment alone. The scale bar is 2 μm. (b) Circularities of AB1-rich domains decrease with time (Ndomain = 4), which is calculated using circularity =
4π(area/perimeter2). The black line is the exponential fit to the data, circularity = 1.38 exp[−t/31.82]− 0.36, for which the half-life is calculated to be 22
min. (c) Effect of overall AB1 area fraction after the addition of 1:8 EDTA/NaOH. Exponential fit: y = 0.15 exp[−t/8.95] + 0.45, R2 = 0.81, Nvesicle = 6.
although EDTA addition alone shows AB1 domain shrinkage, the addition of EDTA and NaOH displays an enlargement of individual AB1 domains.
Linear fit: y = −(0.026 ± 0.001)t, P < 0.002, Ndomain = 4.

Figure 7. Phase diagram illustrating pH and [Ca2+] shifts. The orange
area denotes the hydration solution conditions where the phase
separation of polymer vesicles composed of AB1 and OB18* can be
found.23 The blue diamond is the hydration condition that we began
with in this study, which is pH 3.5 and [Ca2+] = 0.1 mM. Chemicals were
added to vesicle dispersions reaching an external condition as denoted
by the colored markers. The green line denotes the treatment with
NaOH, leading to an increase in pH. Domain boundary roughening and
area fraction decrease occur within hours to days. The black line
represents the treatment with NaOH plus a small amount of EDTA (8:1
NaOH/EDTA). Boundary roughening occurs within minutes. The red
line depicts EDTA treatment that chelates calcium from the outer leaflet
of the vesicles, thus inducing fast domain mixing within minutes. The
blue region of the phase diagram designates the limit of vesicle stability
upon adding EDTA and/or NaOH. Calcium concentrations were
calculated from the apparent formation constants of the EDTA−Ca2+
complex at different pH values.28 The pH was measured using pH test
strips.
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503 and boundary conditions
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505 where C0 is the OB18* concentration in OB18* domain, as
506 illustrated in Figure 2c. R0 is the original AB1 domain radius at t =
507 0, and Rm is the moving radius of the AB1 domain by the invading
508 OB18* phase. Solving eq A2, we obtain
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510 Given the continuity equation
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512 (∂C)/(∂r)|Rm = (Co)/(Rm ln(Ro/Rm)) calculated from eq A3 is
513 inserted into eq A4. We integrate eq A4 over the interval [R0,
514 Rm]. It follows that
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516 where x = Rm/R0 < 1. Neglecting terms higher than second order
517 in x, eq A5 is then simplified to
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519 from which the diffusion coefficient formula shown in eq 2 is
520 obtained.
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